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Post 5, the Up Home signal at Sunbury dates from 10 February 1982, altJwugh the post was probably second hand from 
another site. The new Post replaced two Up Home signals. The old Post 5 was located closer to the signalbox. To allow 
sighting through the stone arch bridge, the old Post 5 had been located on the wrong side of the line and was provided with a 
co-acting arm. The second Up Home signal (an outer Home, though the VR rarely used the term) was mounted on Post 3, on 
the apposite side of the line to current Post 5. The new post, shown here, is constructed of steel battens welded to angles. This 
type of mast was designed in the early '50s and had a number of advantages over the older riveted lattice masts. It had no re
entrant angles to hold water and cause rusting, and fabrication was simpler due to the smaller number of members, simpler 
shapes, and welded construction. The mast is fitted with a Westinghouse EH 'Semaphore Signal Actuator', a compact electro
hydraulic signal motor. Photo: Glenn Cumming 
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MINUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY MAY 16, 1997 

Present:- A.Jungwirth, W.Brook, J.Churchward, G.Cumming, M.Guiney, C.Guy, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, 
B.McCurry, }.McLean, L.Savage, P.Silva, & A.Waugh 

Apologies:- R.Cropley, D.Langley, & G.O'Flynn 

Visitor:- W.McKerracher. 

The President, Mr Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2019 hrs. 

Minutes of the March 1997 Meeting:-Accepted as published. K.Larnbert/J.McLean. Carried. 

Matters Arising:- Keith Lambert advised that Metrol was to be relocated to Burnley in July, 1999, not, 1998 as shown in 
the minutes. 

Correspondence:- Nil. 

General Business:- Glenn Cumming spoke about the recent resignalling at Newport and asked if this was the first time 

that an SSI had replaced another SSL Glenn noted that a state of the art SSI worked along side a 
Winters block instrument, large electric staff, miniature electric staff and train staff & ticket. 

Andrew Waugh reported on the demolition of Newport 'A' Box & noted that some of the equipment 

from the old box went to Elecrail. SC trains ran all weekend. 

Andrew Waugh reported on the new QR Rule Book & advised that Clapham Signal Box in Brisbane 
had closed & the yard had been remodelled. 

Andrew Waugh reported on the alterations on the Coburg Line & described arrangements at 

Flemington Bridge. 

Keith Lambert described arrangements for transferring electric trains to and from the Upfield Line 

via Somerton. Keith described the siding arrangements at Upfield. All Upfield Line trains are three 

car trains. Three trains are in use with one on standby at Upfield. Next Sunday a three car Comeng 

train will run on the line for the Signal Sighting Committee. 

Glenn Cumming spoke about recent contracts awarded to GEC for the Upfield Line resignalling & 

an SSI at Burnley for the new stabling sidings. 

Andrew Waugh noted allocations in the recent state budget for capital works at Ringwood, 
Heidelberg, Frankston, & Broadmeadows. 

Jack McLean reported on a busy day at Maldon recently where seven trains were operated, 
including three in a row in the same direction. 

Laurie Savage spoke about SC track machines seen at Inverleigh. L.aurie described the new style 

location board at Hesse Block Point. Laurie noted the provision of additional flashing light masts at 
the Hart St. & Armstrong St. level crossings in Colac to cover side streets. 

Andrew Waugh spoke about a recent visit to Brisbane Control. 

Andrew Waugh asked about the quality & content of some recent video releases from the U.K. 

Syllabus Item:- The President introduced Life Member Jack McLean. Jack spoke to the meeting on a subject close to his 
heart, Royal Trains. Jack's talk was illustrated with many items that were handed around for 
members .to peruse. 

At the end of the talk, the President thanked Jack for the entertainment and this was followed by 

acclamation from those present. 

Meeting closed @2153 hrs. 
The next meeting will be on Friday July 18, 1997 at the Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, Mont 

Albert, commencing at 2000 hours (8.00 pm). 
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MlNUTES OF MEETING HELD FRIDAY JULY 18, 1997 

A.Jungwirth, W.Brook, J.Churchward, C.Guy, W.Johnston, K.Lambert, D.Langley, B.McCurry, 
J.McLean, P.Silva, & R.Smith 

Apologies:- G.Cumming, M.Guiney, R.Jefferies &A.Waugh. 
Visitor:- B.Hanks. 
The President, Mr Alan Jungwirth, took the chair and opened the meeting @ 2020 hrs. 
Minutes of the May 1997 Meeting:-Accepted as published. P.Silva/K.Lambert. Carried. 

Matters Arising:- Nil. 
Correspondence:
General Business:-

The Annual Return has been sent to Business Affairs. 
It was reported that the dining car Avoca is being attached to Geelong Line trains. The fare is $84.00 
Departs Spencer Street after 7.00 pm and returns by 10.15 pm. The dining car is being run by Train 
Tour promotions. 
Keith Lambert spoke about current and future works. Williamstown due to go in near future (about 
two weeks). To be controlled from Newport as required. The new signals are in place. Ascot Vale 
Road Signal Box due to go shortly. Wangaratta has gone. 
Metrol re-location:- Keith Lambert noted that the proposed site was now found to be unsuitable and 
other sites are being sought. One suggestion is possibly under the dome at Flinders Street Station. 
Lal Lal is to be abolished this Monday. It is thought that the siding may remain. 
The Camberwell Sidings at Flinders Street Yard are to be removed late this month or early next 
month. 
Keith Lambert spoke about a proposed 16 day occupation at the east end of Flinders Street Platforms 
Nos 2 & 3 for removal of point work etc. 
Roderick Smith reported on a recent ARE meeting where the guess speaker was John Phillips who 
showed slides from the PTC negative collection of the Footscray area. 
Roderick Smith asked if Donnybrook still had mechanical signals and was advised that it does. 
Discussion took place on the locations of three position dwarf signals that could display three 
aspects. 
Newport - Manor Train Staff and Ticket has been replaced by Section Authority Working. Galvin 
Block Point is now in service. BP Siding is booked out of service. 
Great Southern Railway would like the return of the "A" pattern Annett key. 
Roderick Smith queried the date of the 1957 farewell trip to Kew. A published date for the trip is 18 
May, but the line is shown as having dosed on 11 May. 
The President thanked Ena & Jack McLean for the use of their house for tonight's meeting. 

Syllabus Item:- The President introduced Life Member David Langley. David proceeded to entertain the meeting 
with a selection of slides from his collection. 
At the end of the talk, the President thanked David for the entertainment and this was followed by 
acclamation from those present. 

Meeting closed @? hrs. 
The next meeting will be on Friday 19 September, 1997 at the Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, 
Mont Albert, commencing at 2000 hours (8.00 pm). 

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS 

The following alterations were published in WiV 23/97 to WiV 29/97. The alterations have been edited to 
conserve space. Dates in parenthesis are the dates of the Weekly Notice. 

28.04.1997 Procedures during failure of Flashing Lights and Boom Barriers 

Procedures during failure 
The Train Controller must advise the Signal Fault Centre upon becoming aware of a faulty level crossing 
or a crossing operating for an extended period ( due to, for example, a defective train or service 
disruption). 
The Signal Fault centre will be responsible for co-ordinating arrangements during failures. In addition to 
the current instructions, the centre will arrange for the police to attend to redirect traffic away from the 
crossing. The VicRoads control room is to be notified so that traffic can be redirected using the traffic 
lights. Both the police and VicRoads are to be given an estimate as to the time the crossing will be affected 
and must be kept informed of further developments and estimates. The police and VicRoads are to be 
notified immediately the fault is cleared. 
The Signal Maintenance Technician will contact the police (if still in attendance) upon arrival and explain 
what is to be done. The technician must return to the crossing when the fault is cleared and dismiss the 
police. 
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If the fault cannot be cleared within 15 minutes, the technician must notify the Signal Fault centre who will 
arrange for assistance. The technician will stop work on the fault and relieve the police, hand signalling 
road traffic over the level crossing.The Centre must ensure that the technician and Works Assistant have 
current safeworking certificates and have completed the worksite traffic management course. 
The booms are not to be latched up until: 
1) (if the crossing is protected by Automatic signals) the V fuses controlling the automatic signals are 

removed. 
2) (if the crossing is protected by Home or Dwarf signals) a Signaller has sleeved the levers operating 

the signals normal. When a train comes to a stand at the signal, the Driver is to be informed of the 
circumstances. The lever is then to be unsleeved and reversed. If the signal has failed at Stop, the 
train will be dealt with as per the Rules and Operating Procedures .. The lever must be restored to 
normal and resleeved after passage of the train. 

3) (if the crossing is not protected by signals) the Signal Fault Centre has arranged with the Train 
Controller to warn the Driver of every approaching train. 

4) (if the crossing has co-ordinated traffic lights) the police are in attendance to redirect traffic through 
the intersection. 

After the booms have been latched up, the technician will direct road traffic over the crossing using hand 
signals. Safety vests must be worn when directing traffic. Assistance must be sought from the police or 
qualified staff when the technician is not confident of handling the road traffic. The technician will keep 
the police informed of progress. 

If more than one crossing has failed, the Signal Fault Centre will discuss with the police closing some of 
the crossings. When agreement is reached, the Centre will arrange for the local Council to close the 
crossings. When the fault has been rectified, the technicians will clear the barricades from the road and the 
Signal Fault Centre will arrange for the Council to collect them. 

Preventative Maintenance 
Safety vests must be worn by all staff when working at level crossings. Boom barriers and flashing lights 
can be operated for a maximum of 5 minutes during preventative maintenance and then all road traffic 
must be cleared, If it is necessary to direct road traffic across the crossing, the V fuses will be removed 
from both controlling automatic signals before latching up the booms. 
Disruption to Train Service 
When a set of boom barriers or flashing lights operates for an extended period due to a defective train or 
service disruption, the Signal Fault Centre will notify the Field Operations Manager. The Manager will 
advise fu.e Centre of the expected duration of the disruption. The Centre will consult with the police in an 
attempt to close some of the affected level crossings. If agreement is reached, the Centre will arrange with 
the local council to close the crossing. 
The Manager is to try to visit the affected crossings upon arriving on the site and inform the police as to 
the progress in rectifying the.progress, give an up dated time of clearance, and, if necessary, explain why 
the booms cannot be latched up. 

Where a 5P keyswitch is provided it must be used in preference to latching up the booms. 
The Manager must regularly update the Signal Fault Centre on progress and when.normal services have 
been resumed. If on site, the Manager must visit the affected crossings and ensure that the police have left. 

On non-electrified lines, the Signal Fault Centre will advise the Senior Train Controller at Centro} who will 
make arrangements for a V /Line Freight representative to carry out the duties of the Field Operations 
Manager. (LX-PROC.001, WN 23/97) 

Traralgon 
On Sunday, 8.6.97, Boom Barriers were provided at Liddiard Road (159.310 km) (SW 192/97, WN 25/97) 

Hoppers Crossing 
On Sunday, 15.6.97, Automatic GG966 was relocated to a position on the Down side of the West Line 
adjacent to Automatic G966. Amend Diagram 15/95. (SW 197 /95, WN 23/97) 

Sunbury 
Track alterations from Sunday, 15.6.97, resulted in the provision of a new loop siding and alterations to No 
1ARoad. 
The new loop siding runs parallel to the Down Main line between the Down platform and the overbridge 
at the Down end of the yard ( on the location of the former siding) and provides 140 metres clear standing 
room. The points at the Up end of the Loop Track are secured by an A pattern Annett Lock and the points 
at the Down end by a B pattern Annett Lock. No roll otit protection is provided and vehicles are not 
permitted to stand in the loop. 
· A facing crossover was installed between the Up (No 1) and Down Main (No 2) lines at the Up end of the 
yard. The crossover was spiked normal. 
No 1A Track was removed from hand Points B (leading from No 1 Track to No lA Track at the Up end) to 
the trailing crossover from No lA Track to the Up platform. The facing crossover leading from the Down 
platform to No 1A Track were removed. The remaining length of No lA Track was retained for use by the 

I 
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Infrastructure Department and the trailing connections to No 2 Track (at the Down end) and No 1 Track 
(from the Up platform) have been retained. 

Amend Diagram 28/96. (SW 193/97, WN 22/97) 

Moonee Ponds Creek Junction 
From Monday, 16.6.97, the point motor on Points 207 was relocated to the Down side of the track. 

(TS 701/97, WN 23/97) 

Richmond Junction - Richmond 
Diagram 7 /97 replaced 27 /89. The principle alterations were the removal of the Test Track and Goods 
Sidings and signals 991, 994, 995, and 996; alterations to the Collingwood Sidings; and the provision of a 
feather route indicator on Home 987. (SW 75 /97, WN 21/97) 

Werribee 
The instructions in SW 595/96 dealing with the traffic light co-ordination at Cherry Street have been 
augmented to deal with failure of Homes 2 or 14 (Home Arrival signals). The instructions for dealing with 
the failure are the same as those for Homes 4, 12, or 16 except that if the Signal 2 or 14 fails to clear after the 
yellow push button has been operated, the Signaller must issue a Caution Order after complying with the 
relevant rules (instead of complying with Rule 6c, Section 16) 

(SW 194/97, WN 22/97) 

BP Siding (Paisley) 
From Thursday, 19.6.97, BP Siding was booked out of service. The main line points were spiked and 
clipped normal. (SW 205 /97, WN 24/97) 

Seymour 
From Thursday, 19.6.97, Dwarf 28 was relocated to a new position 16 metres in the Down direction and 2 
metres on the Up side of the track centre. The track circuit was extended by 16 metres. 

Amend Diagram 32/95. (SW 198/95, WN 23/97) 

Piangil/Deniliquin/Moulamein Corridors 
On Friday, 20.6.97, a new Master Key (No 30) was issued for these corridors. The key is engraved 
"Bendigo - Piangil - Deniliquin - Moulamein -30". There are now 9 Master Keys available for this corridor 
(24 to 30) with Key 26 only used at California Gully. (SW 202/97, WN 24/97) 

Newport - Manor 
On Saturday, 21.06.97 after the passage of 8105, the Section Authority System replaced the Train Staff & 
Ticket System between Newport and Manor. The sections are Newport - Galvin Block Point (20 km) -
Manor. The Signaller will remain at Manor until the commissioning of DICE and must work under the 
direction of the Train Controller. The Train Controller must inform the Signallers at Manor, North 
Geelong C, and Maroona when a train departs the crossing loop in the rear or when a road/ rail vehicle is 
granted permission. 
Down Trains 
Drivers of Down trains proceeding past Newport must change to Channel 2 before departing Tottenham 
Loop so as to receive a Section Authority. 

The Signaller, Tottenham B, must obtain Line Clear from Brooklyn before releasing the Standard Gauge 
Crosslock (Lever 15). Brooklyn must obtain Line Gear from Newport before granting Line Clear to 
Tottenham B. Newport must check with the Train Controller that a Section Authority for the Newport -
Galvin Block Point section has been proposed and accepted before granting Line Clear to Brooklyn 

Should a Down train be travelling in the sections Tottenham - Brooklyn, Brooklyn - Newport (East Line), 
or Newport - Galvin Block Point, the next movement will be a Down Standard Gauge train and the Train 
Controller is satisfied that a Section Authority will be proposed and accepted for the Newport - Galvin 
Block Point section, the Train Controller may signal the following move after consultation with the Section 
Authority Train Controller and the Signallers at Tottenham and Newport. In this case, the Signaller in the 
rear must ask Line Clear immediately upon receiving the Train Arrival signal, and the Signaller in 
advance must grant Line Clear if the line in accordance with the rules. 

These procedures do not apply to trains proceeding to Goninans or Anzac Sidings, Newport. 

Up Trains 
The Train Controller must obtain permission from the Signaller Newport before a Section Authority may 
be proposed for an Up train to enter the section Manor - Galvin Block Point. Newport must obtain a Staff 
for the section Newport - Brooklyn before granting permission .. Brooklyn must obtain Line Clear from 
Tottenham before granting Line Gear to Newport. 

Should an Up train be travelling from Newport to Tottenham when the Train Controller asks permission 
for an Up train to depart Manor, the Signaller, Newport, may grant permission if the Signaller is satisfied 
the Up train will be the next move. 

When an Up train approaches Tottenham B, the Signaller must ascertain the identity and gauge of the 
train. It is the responsibility of the Signaller, Tottenham, and the Train Controller to come to an 
understanding as to the precedence of trains. (SW 195/97, WN 24/97) 
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Section Authority System (Version lC) 
When the final Section Authority for a trip is relinquished the Workstation will transmit a Final Authority 
message advising the Driver that the Authority was received by the Workstation. The message will read 
"Authority successfully returned at destination of [Train Number] at [time] on [date]. The Driver must 
acknowledge this message. (SW 195/97, WN 24/97} 
Franklin Street 
On Sunday, 22.6.97, new signal supply power change over contacts were. installed. 
,Flinders Street 

(WN24/97} 

On Wednesday, 25.6.97, No 10 platform was taken out of service. The software at Metrol has be altered to 
prevent movements into No 10 platform. (TS 720/97, WN 25/97} 

Flinders Street 
On Friday, 27.6.97, the connections between the Up Sandringham line and the Goods Yard were removed. 
Points 863 (Up Sandringham line to WW) were spiked normal. Points 865 (WW to Goods Sidings 1-4 or 
Goods Sidings 5-9) and 867 (WW to Workshops Line) were removed. Dwarfs 963 and 968 were removed. 
Amend Diagram 1/97. (SW 218/97, WN 25/97} 

Wangaratta 
From 27.6.97, Wangaratta became an intermediate siding in the Benalla - Bowser Block Point section. 
Between Friday, 27.6, and Sunday, 6.7.97, the signalbox was abolished and the Main line points secured by 
ST21 Master Key locks. 
All signals except Post 1 (Up Home 30) and Post 25 (Up Distant) were abolished. Home 30 (located at 
Sisely Ave) was converted to a two position automatic. The Up Distant was fixed at caution. An Up . 
Approach Section Board was erected at the Up end of the platform and an Up Notice Board lettered "All 
trains - 40 km/h to points" at the Down end of the platform. 
Points 50 (at the Down end of the yard) were fitted with a non-trailable point machine rodded to catch 
points and secured by an ST21 Master Key lock. The track at the Up end was slewed and Points 15 were 
reconfigured to provide a diverging move into the sidings, fitted with a non°trailable point machine 
rodded to Hayes Derail and Wheel Crowder, and secured by an ST21 Master Key lock. 
.V5PSW keyswitches were provided adjacent to the Up end points and the Up Automatic at Sisely Avenue. 
These keyswitches are used to clear the Up Automatic when the train has completed shunting, but is on 
the Up side of the Approach Section Board ( the signal will clear automatically if the train is on the Down 
side of the Approach Section Board when the Up end points are restored to normal). The keyswitch at the 
points can be used to restore the Up Automatic to Stop when it is necessary to shunt the siding. 
(The Master Key locks were provided on 6.7. During an intermediate stage of the abolition, Points 23, 24, 
25 and 50 were secured normal, Points 15 and 57 were secured reverse, and Homes 30, 60 and 71 ( only) 
remained in service) 
Diagram 20/97 replaced 18/95. (SW 209/97 & 231/97, WN 26/97 & 27 /97) 

Werribee 
· From Sunday, 29.6.97, the signalbox hours will be from 0715 Sunday until 0115 the following Sunday. 

(SW 208/97, WN 24/97) 
Ascot Vale Road Signalbox (Box G) 
Crossover 4 was. abolished. Ascot Vale Road Box was to be abolished, but this was postponed. An 

· inspection on 28.6 showed that Crossover 4 had been lifted, as had the trailing crossover on the Up side of 
Epsom Road. (SW 210/97, WN 24/97) 

Burnley 
From Sunday, 29.6.97, the signalbox hours will be from 0420 hours Monday until 0110 hours the following 
Sunday and from 0720 hours Sunday to 0030 hours Monday. (SW 207 /97, WN 24/97) 

Camberwell 
From Sunday, 29.6:97, the signalbox hours will be from 0425 hours Monday until 0110 hours the following 
Sunday and from 0720 hours Sunday to 0025 hours Monday. (SW 207 /97, WN 24/97} 

Ringwood 
From Sunday, 29.6.97, the signalbox hours will be from 0410 hours Monday until 0105 hours the following 
Sunday and from0715 hours Sunday to 0030 hours Monday. (SW 207 /97, WN 24/97) 

Gardiner 
From Sunday, 29.6.97, the signalbox hours will be from 0445 hours Monc:iay until 0035 hours the following 
Sunday and from 0745 hours Sunday to midnight. (SW 207 /97, WN 24/97) 

Riversdale 
From Sunday, 29.6.97, the signalbox hours will be from 0430 hours Monday until 0100 hours the following 
Sunday and from 0725 hours Sunday to 0020 hours Monday (SW 207 /97, WN 24/97} 

Flinders Street 
On Tuesday, 1.7.97, the Camberwell Stabling Sidings were booked out of service. A baulk was provided 
on the Up side of Dwarf 333. Crossover 231 (Up Burnley Through to Camberwell Stabling Sidings), 235 
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(Up Burnley Local to Down Burnley Local), 240 (Down Burnley Local to Camberwell Stabling Sidings) and 
Points 260/Catch 260 (Camberwell Stabling Siding to Down Burnley Local atJolimontJunction) were 
spiked and clipped normal. Points 257, 259, 267, and 242 were abolished. Dwarf 335 was abolished. Homes 
324 and 338 can no longer be cleared for moves into the sidings (via Points 219 and 233 respectively). 
Amend Diagram 1/97 (SW 217 /97, WN 25/97) 

Macaulay Stabling Sidings 

From Tuesday, 1.7.97, Sidings 3 to 7 (or all sidings?) were booked out of service account overhead removal 
to facilitate CityLink works. (WN 26/97) 

Maroona - Portland 
To ensure an even balance of Master Keys is maintained at Maroona and Portland, all trains operating 
between Maroona and Portland must be issued with a Master Key. (SW 206/97, WN 24/97) 

Seymour-Wodonga 

The existing Miniature Master Keys 65, 66, and 67 (Electric Staff type) were withdrawn on Friday, 4.7, and 
three new ST21 Master Keys (same numbers) were provided from Monday, 7.7. The ST21 Master Keys 
have a metal label attached engraved with the corridor name and key number. (Note SW 209 /97 states that 
an ST21 Master Key was attached to the existing Master Keys 65, 66, and 67, but this was probably 
superseded by the above) (SW 231/97, WN 27 /97) 

Balmattum 
The Miniature (Electric Staff) Master Key lock will be replaced by an ST21 Master Key lock. The Master 
Key/ Annett Key Exchange Apparatus will be altered to accept the ST21 Master Key. 

(SW209/67 &SW231/97, WN 26/97 &27/97) 

13.07.1997 Fawkner 
On Sunday, 13.07.97, Posts 66 and 67 (Up Home and Distant) were relocated to the right hand side of the 
line account duplication. Amend Diagram 23/97. (SW 227 /97, WN 26/97) 

14.07.1997 Moonee Ponds Creek Junction 
The Broad Gauge connection from the Diesel Track to the Carriage Sidings was abolished. The Broad 
Gauge track between Home 206 and Dwarf 214 was removed. Home 206 cannot be cleared for Broad 
Gauge moves. West Tower Points 215 (Diesel Track to Dual Gauge line, controlled by 213 No 1 Box) were 
secured normal to prevent Broad Gauge moves to Home 206. Levers 215 (West Tower) and 213 (No 1 Box) 
must be sleeved normal. The point motor for Points 207 was relocated to the southern side of the track. 
Amend Diagrams 14/93 and 14/94. (SW 236/97, WN 27 /97) 

18.07.1997 Moonee Ponds Creek Junction 
Between Friday 18.7.97 and Sunday, 20.7, a connection was provided to the Melbourne Freight Terminal. 

The fixed point turnout in advance of Home 206 was replaced with a right hand Dual Gauge set of points 
which work in conjunction with a set of catch points. The new points are worked by lever 215 (No 1 Box). 
Dwarf 214 was provided at the exit of the Melbourne Freight Terminal. 'V' and 'S' Route Indicators were 
provided on Dwarf 214. Amend Diagrams 14/93 and 14/94. (SW 240 /97, WN 28/97) 

(22.07.1997) Train to Base Radio Channels 
The following Train to Base Radio Channels are in use: (SW 231/97, WN 27 /97) 

Channel District/Line 
1 Spare 
2 Tottenham Loop-Pyrenees Loop (Standard Gauge) 
3 Melbourne - Ararat (via Ballarat) 

Castlemaine - Ararat (via Maryborough) 
Maryborough - Mildura & Pinnaroo 
Dunolly- Korong Vale 

4 Melbourne - Bendigo & branches (including Bendigo - Inglewood and not including 
Castlemaine - Maryborough) 

5 Goulburn Valley line & branches (including Toolamba - Echuca) and Benalla - Oaklands 
North Geelong C - Maryborough (SAW) and Maroona - Portland (SAW) 

6 Melbourne -Albury (Broad and Standard Gauge) 
Pyrenees Loop - Wolseley & branches 

7 Melbourne - Bairnsdale, Stony Point, & Nyora 
8 Melbourne - Warmambool 

Korong Vale - Kulwin & Robinvale 
Suburban Goods, Pilot, and Trip Trains. 

(22.07.1997) Bahnan - Upfield 
Diagram 23/97 replaced 3/91. Apart from already notified alterations, the Union Steel and Kauri Timber 
Sidings have been removed. (SW 224/97, WN 27 /97) 

(22.07.1997) Aspendale - Frankston 
Diagram 33/97 replaced 5/96 as in service. (SW 203/97, WN 27 /97) 
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Murtoa - Dimboola 
Diagram 16/97 replaced 10/91. The main alterationswere at Horsham: the abolition of Ground Frame A 
and the Up end connections to No 3 Track, the provision of a hand Derail at the Down. end of No 4 Track, 

· the removal of the Down end connection from No 4 Track to No 3 Track, and the provision of Post 26P (co
acting signal for Post 327 /26). The platform at Jung was abolished. (SW 223/97, WN 27 /97) 

(22.07.1997) Nagarnbie -Toolarnba 
Diagram 10/97 replaced 16/96. The main alteration was the provision of a V5PSW keyswitch and push 
button at Points C (Up end Plunger Locked points) to work the Up Departure Horne (light) protecting the 
Goulbum Valley Highway. The keyswitch is used to clear the signal when Points Care set for main line 
movements, and the push button when Points C are reversed for moves from the sidings. The signal can 
only be worked from the points. (SW 221 /97, WN 27 /97) 

(22.07.1997) Riggs Creek Loop - Violet Town 
Diagram 12/97 replaced 2/97. The main alterations were the addition of Violet Town to the diagram and 
the relocation of the V5PSW keyswitches at Riggs Creek Loop to the Home signals. 

. (SW 220/97, WN 27 /97) 

(22.07.1997) Wodonga -Wodonga Coal Sidings 
Diagram 6/97 replaced 32/90. The main alteration was the provision of a VSPSW keyswitch at Uncle Ben's 
Siding to control operation of the Kelly Street Boom Barriers. (SW 222/97, WN 27 /97) 

23.07.1997 Ascot Vale Road Signalbox (Box G) 
Between Wednesday 23.7.97 and Friday25.7.97, the Hand gates at Ascot Vale Road (5.136 km) were 
replaced by Boom Barriers. Motorised pedestrian gates were provided on the Up and Down sides of the 
crossing. The Boom Barriers work automatically. 
Ascot Vale Road Signalbox was abolished.· Down Horne 2 and Up Horne 6 were converted to Two Position 
automatic signals and renumbered R211 and R218 respectively. 
Down Controlled Automatic R205 is now controlled by lever 52 on the Newmarket panel at Kensington. 
Circuit alterations were made to Epsom Road lever 12 (facing crossover) 
Diagram 29/97 and 31/97 will replace 39/88 and 19/97. (SW 246/97, WN 29/97) 

23.07.1997 Victoria Park 
'Siding A was reduced in length to 185 metres. A baulk was provided on the Up side of the Eastern 
Freewaybridge. (SW 250/97, WN 29/97) 
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NORTH MELBOURNE TO SOMERTON 

VIACOBURG 
David Langley 

(Continued from Volume 20 Page 5) 

Signalling 

Now as we journey along the line, we will take a brief 
look at the signalling of the various locations. 

Macaulay Stabling Sidings 

The first place of note, as we traverse the line during the 
1980s, is the set of suburban stabling sidings located on 
the down side of the line just after the junction at North 
Melbourne. The Macaulay Stabling Sidings were opened 
on 29 May 1972 and the points and signals were 
originally worked from a small panel located in the 
North Melbourne signal box. These controls were 
relocated to Metro! on 30 July 1994. 

Arden Street Signalbox 

Adjacent to Arden Street level crossing, a signal box was 
provided from 21 October 1928 and this box worked two 
sets of interlocked gates and protecting signals (see 
diagram). Boom barriers replaced the interlocked gates 
on 16 April 1972 and the signal box was abolished. 

Macaulay 

The first interlocking at Macaulay (then known as 
Macaulay Road) was an eight lever frame provided on 
19 December 1886 and this worked the points and 
signals at the end of the short section of double line 
from North Melbourne. This frame was relocated to 
North Carlton when the double line was extended to 
there on 2 September 1888. 

A 30 lever rocker machine was provided on 29 
October 1890, along with gates at the adjacent Macaulay 
Road level crossing, in conjunction with the provision of 
goods lines to North Melbourne. The box was replaced 
by a combined booking office and signal box on the up 
platform with an 18 lever frame, no changes to the 
outside equipment took place just a reduction in the 
number of spare levers from 14 to 2. This frame was 
extended to 27 levers on 24 June 1923 when a second set 
of interlocked gates were provided over sidings at the 
rear of the up platform. 

When power signals between Macaulay and Royal 
Park were provided in 1972, the mechanical interlocking 
frame was abolished and the up side wooden station 
building replaced by the present brick building in 1975. 
The connections into the Arden Street sidings remained 
in use, worked from the panel in North Melbourne 
signal box, until 12 November 1986, when they were 
removed following the cessation of suburban goods 
traffic on this line. 

Flemington Bridge. 

Perched on a high embankment and situated between 
Racecourse Road and Mount Alexander Road 
overbridges is Flemington Bridge station. Established as 
a switching block post on 6 May 1912, however, there 
were still only up and down home signals - no distants 
or starters. A down starter was added soon after. A ten 
lever frame and full signalling was provided on 24 July 

1913 and this was the situation until 25 February 1968 
when the station closed as a block post although it 
appears that it had not been used for some years. The up 
home signal, and also the up distant, were both 
controlled by quadrants on the up platform so that a 
train stationary in the up platform could be protected 
whilst the signal box was switched out. 

Royal Park Cutting Sidings 

Further up the hill from Flemington Bridge we notice 
the widened cutting and it is here that on two occasions, 
sidings were provided to enable material to be removed 
from the cutting for works in other areas. The first 
siding was in use for about two months and a six lever 
signal box with block instruments and a block switch 
was provided. A second siding, this time on the up side 
of the line was provided in 1911 and a two lever ground 
frame was provided. This siding was noted as "closing 
as a block post" in February 1912 although there appears 
to have never been any notice issued regarding the 
provision of block instruments. Both sidings were 
provided to enable filling to be transported to 
Melbourne Yard for works in the Gravitation Yard. 

Royal Park. 

The first interlocking here was provided on 9 May 1888 
and was eight working levers with no spares, and was 
provided for the opening of the Inner Circle line which 
junctioned with the Coburg line at the down end of the 
station. 

Both lines were single at this stage but when the 
double line between Macaulay Road and Langridge 
Street (North Carlton) was opened on 2 September 1888, 
the junction and eight lever frame were removed. The 
cutting at this time was only two tracks in width and it 
wasn't until 1892 that the cut ting was widened enough 
for four tracks with the junction moving back to Royal 
Park on 5 June 1892. 

In anticipation of this, a 20 lever signal box was 
provided on 24 December 1890 and the nearby Poplar 
Road level crossing was provided with interlocked gates 
and wickets. This signal box was replaced on 4 
December 1905 by a combined signal box and booking 
office with a 19 lever interlocking machine, situated on 
the up platform. A fire destroyed the station and signal 
box and the present building was erected with the 
present interlocking frame being brought into service on 
4 October 1920. 

The frame was lengthened to 21 levers on 9 
December 1923 to cater for terminating local trains from 
Princes Bridge which ran via North Fitzroy. An 
auxiliary frame of 4 levers had been provided on 23 June 
1921 to cater for these local trains but the inconvenience 
for the signalman presumably led to its functions being 
incorporated into the main signal frame. 
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After three position signalling had been provided 
throughout from Macaulay Road to Jewell, a closing 
lever was provided in the signal box and it was then 
only opened when trains ran on the Fitzroy branch line. 
This branch closed on 31 July 1984 and the signal box 
was switched out permanently, a situation that remains 
to this day. 

Royal Park Junction 

With duplication between Macaulay Road and North 
Carlton on 2 September 1888, the junction for the single 
line to South Brunswick was moved to the point of 
divergence of the two lines and an 18 lever signal box 
provided known as Royal Park Junction. Alterations 
were made on 5 May 1889 for the duplication to South 
Brunswick, now two less working levers, and the whole 
junction was abolished when the cutting was widened 
and the four tracks extended back to Royal Park on 5 
June 1892. 

Park Street, Brunswick Road, and Barkly Street Gates 
On 20 June 1924, a down home signal was provided on 
post 24A and was worked by both Park Street and 
Brunswick Road gate keepers. It wasn't until 3 
December 1940 that an signal protection in the up 
direction was provided, or even signal protection 
provided at all for Barkly Street. Barkly St was now 
given control over South Brunswick's down home 
signal, and both Barkly St and Brunswick Road 
controlled the up starting signal. Park St had its own up 
home signal. 

Since 1971, there have been only three working 
levers in the ground frames at all three crossings, as the 
up protecting signal, C258, is located at the up end of 
the platform at Jewell and is worked by thumb switches 
located in each of the gate houses. This signal replaced, 
Jewell's up starting signal. 

C258 is also the up approach signal for Royal Park 
and is still lever controlled by Royal Park but the reason 
for this has long since been removed. 

South Brunswick 

The first signal box at South Brunswick was a 12 lever 
affair opened on 5 May 1889 for the duplication from 
Royal Park. It was located on the up side of the Barkly 
Street level crossing and on the same side of the line as 
the present box. The signal box controlled the end of 
double line, which was opposite the box, the pedestrian 
wicket gates and the up end of the goods siding 
together with the various signals. The goods loop was, 
in single line days, located opposite the passenger 
platform (now the up platform). 

The present signal box and frame were provided on 
17 August 1892 when the double line was extended to 
Brunswick. A 27 lever rocker machine was contained 
therein and this lasted until 13 September 1925 when the 
present 31 lever tappet machine was provided. The 
goods yard, on the west side of the line, the remains of 
which have only just been removed, served extensive 
clay pits and Cornwall's pottery. 

In 1903 the block instruments were transferred to the 
station building, the interlocked gates converted to hand 
operation and the signals connected to quadrant levers 
on the platform. This was an economy move which 
lasted until 1911 when the signal box was restored to 
full operation. During this period, the only time the 
signal box was in use was when the goods train was 

shunting in the sidings, the siding points always 
remained connected to the signal box. This economy 
move also occurred at Brunswick and Moreland during 
the same period of time. 

Dawson Street, Phoenix Street and Albert Street Gates 
Only two of these level crossings remain, Phoenix Street 
was closed some time between 1959 and 1972. Dawson 
Street and Albert Street gates were provided with signal 
controls in December 1940, but Phoenix Street had to 
make do without signals. Dawson Street controlled 
South Brunswick's down starter but received an up 
home signal of its own on post 28B, Albert Street 
controlled Brunswick's down home and up starter. 

Brunswick 

The signal box here was opened on 16 January 1890 and 
is still doing the honours today. This made Brunswick, 
in 1890, an interlocked crossing station on a single line, 
but not the first because Glenferrie, the first suburban 
one, preceded it in 1883 whilst the first country 
interlocked crossing station was Avenel in 1885. 
Duplication through Brunswick was completed by 
August 1892 and little change to the working levers 
occurred from then on until 25 January 1966 when the 
goods sidings were abolished. Today Brunswick exists 
just to work the block with Jewell and Moreland, and to 
swing the gates across Victoria Street. 

Hope Street Gates 

Full signal protection was provided on 8 October 1940, 
the up home signal being placed on post 33B at Anstey 
where the "starting" signal arm for North Brunswick 
had been whilst post 33, the down home signal for 
North Brunswick, was moved further out and control 
given to the gate keeper. 

Anstey 

Opened on 18 January 1927 as North Brunswick and 
had a man in charge. Interlocked gates replaced the 
hand gates at Albion Street crossing and three signals in 
each direction were provided although the station was 
not a block post. On 12 October 1928, the distants and 
the up starting signal were removed as block working 
was not considered necessary. The up starting signal 
arm was replaced in 1940 but is worked solely by the 
gatekeeper at Hope Street as a home signal. No other 
noteworthy change has occurred save for the name 
change to Anstey on 1 December 1942. 

Tinning Street Gates 

Control over home signals on posts 34 and 34B was 
gained on 8 October 1940. The gatekeepers cabin was 
destroyed by fire in the early 1990s and a portable hut 
was provided in lieu, however, the lean-to shanty over 
the levers, formerly attached to the side wall of the 
gatekeepers cabin, remains. 

Moreland 

A signal box containing a 24 lever rocker machine was 
provided on 6 October 1892 and is still in use although 
like other signal boxes on the line has quite a number of 
spaces in the frame. 

There were only 4 spare levers in 1892 and only 
minor changes occurred until 7 August 1988 when 
locking alterations were carried out following the 
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abolition of the goods sidings. The number of spare 
levers was now 19. Reynards Road Gates 

The goods sidings probably had been unused for a 
number of years and when an inspection was made at 
Moreland just after the booms were provided in 1986, it 
was noted that the point rodding had been removed 
from the level crossing. 

One further spare lever was created when the one 
remaining working distant signal on the line was fixed 
at caution in 1993. 

-VR'-

On 18 January 1923 a down home signal was provided 
on post 40B and this was worked by the gate keeper at 
Reynards Road, controlled wicket gates were provided 
on the same day. Post 40B had been erected in 1918 for 
the relocation of Coburg's down distant signal from post 
40, now just Moreland's up distant signal. By 1928, 
Coburg's up starter was also controlled by Reynard's 
Road gate keeper. 
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Coburg 

The first interlocking, 31 levers with 23 working, was 
provided 5 May 1892 and lasted until 13 November 1906 
when it was replaced by a 23 lever machine located in a 
signal bay in the station building in conjunction with the 
reopening to Fawkner. This frame was replaced by the 
present brick signal box containing a 51 lever tappet 
machine on 30 September 1928, when interlocked gates 
and wickets at Munro Street were provided in lieu of 
hand gates. 

One interesting item of signalling interest that 
perhaps could be mentioned . is that regarding the 
quadrant levers provided in 1928 on the platform. Two 
of these quadrants worked the down departure signals 
on post 45 and was done so because the train staff and 
ticket was worked by the Station-master, and the signals 
could be held at stop by the Station-master until the staff 
or ticket was delivered to the train driver even though 
the signalman had made the road and pulled off. The 
third quadrant controlled the down distant signal on 
post 40B and this enabled the distant signal being held 
at caution when the departure home signal was at stop. 
Exactly how this was enforced does not appear to be 
known. 

On 27 November 1940, the gate keeper Bell Street 
was also given control over the signals on post 45 (and 
also the up home on post 47) for protection of his gates. I 
wou.ld like to see a photo of the bottom of post 45 as two 
sets of three way signal controllers would be impressive 
(and very heavy). 

With the provision of double line to Fawkner in 
1959, the platform quadrants were removed but the gate 
keepers control remained until 29 November 1962 when 
manually operated booms replaced the hand gates at 
Bell Street. 

O'Heas Road Gates 

Full signal protection here was provided in December 
1940, the up home signal being mounted above Coburg's 
up distant on post 48 while the down home signal was 
mounted on new post 46. (Post 46 had previously been 
Coburg's running round disc signal.) 

With the duplication of 1959, the newly provided 
down distant for Batman was provided under O'Heas 
Road's down home signal on post 49 (as post 46 had 
now become), the up home and distant at O'Heas Road 
was renumbered post 50. 

Babnan. 

When first opened in 1889, Bell Park was an 
intermediate station without any interest in the 
safeworking matters of the line, a situation that 
continued until closure in 1903. 

When the Coburg-Fawkner line reopened for 
general traffic in 1914, the station at Bell Park, still just a 
single platform, was reopened also but with the name 
Batman. On 5 October 1920 a staff locked loop siding for 
the Lincoln Knitting Mills was opened on the down side 
opposite the platform. Gaffney Street was provided with 
interlocked gates on 18 April 1935, replacing the open 
crossing with cattle grids. Electric bell communication 
was provided at the same time from Coburg signal box 
for the announcement of (down?) trains. 

To work these gates along with the two pairs of 
wicket gates and an up and down home signal, a six 
lever interlocking machine was provided. The box 

diagram for the period shows a signal bay but I do not 
know whether the present building includes anything of 
the 1935 building or whether the present building was 
new in 1959 for duplication. Perusal of the signal box 
diagram for 1935 shows that the gates were arranged as 
if the single line would become the up line in the event 
of any future doubling of the line. Duplication, in fact, 
saw an island platform provided at Batman and thus the 
single line through the level crossing became the 
DOWN line. To this end, the up side interlocked gates 
were relocated to the new up line but the down side 
gates were left where they were. Now when the gates 
are open for road traffic, the down line is not blocked by 
any gates presenting a curious appearance. 

The Lincoln Mills siding was abolished on 1 
September 1970 but the main line crossover, with 
attendant disc signals, lasted until 8 June 1982. 

The down starting signal, post 58, was replaced by a 
light signal on 27 July 1982 when booms were provided 
at Bakers Road following many protests about the 
dangerous nature of the crossing. This is probably the 
date when the down distant signal was made a fixed 
arm but the Weekly Notice is silent on the matter. 

Bakers Road and Shorts Road Level Crossings 

Both these crossings were equipped with hand operated 
gates on opening but they were removed in 1907, or at 
least that's what the Weekly Notice says, and cattle grids 
provided in lieu. Both crossings were later equipped 
with electrical warning devices. 

Bakers Road firstly received Wig Wags in 1925, these 
were replaced by flashing lights with duplication in 
1959 and booms were added in 1982 when the then 
Government decided to equip all Melbourne · level 
crossings with boom barriers. That program is in fact 
about 99% complete. 

When booms were added at Bakers Road, Batman's 
down starter was replaced by a light signal located a 
little further out from the station. This presumably was 
done as the boom circuits would extend back to Batman 
and is was deemed easier to detect the starter at Stop if it 
was a light signal. 

Shorts Road received flashing lights in 1939 and 
booms in 1984. Up automatic signal C400 was provided 
near the up end of Merlynston platform on 27 July 1982 
and is used in the approach circuits for both crossings. 
When booms were added to Shorts Road flashing lights 
in 1984, a 5P key switch was provided at Merlynston 
and could be used to put C400 to stop thus preventing 
unnecessary operation of the booms. 

Merlynston 

Originally known as North Coburg, it was a staff station 
until around 1894. At first there were two home signals 
but following closure as staff station, they were 
removed in 1895. Tablet locks were provided in 1896 
and save for nearly two months in 1900, they remained 
until closure of the station in 1903. 

In 1914, North Coburg reopened with the line but 
apparently without any sidings, and received its present 
name in 1922. It was never reopened as a staff station 
and did not have signals until 1959 when duplication to 
Fawkner was provided. A down home signal was 
provided above Fawkner's down distant but on the up, 
control ofFawkner's up starting signal sufficed. 

These signal controls were ~bolished around the 
time that booms were being installed at Shorts Road and 
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Boundary Road in 1984 and the up starter for Fawkner 
became a light signal. The down outer home signal for 
Fawkner at the down end of Merlynston had become a 
light signal in 1970 and was fitted with a train stop. The 
approach circuits for Boundary Road flashing lights 
(and later boom barriers) are taken via this signal and 
when it is held at Stop, the flashing lights will not 
operate when a train is at Merlynston platform 

Boundary Road Level Crossing 

The provision of gates and then replacement by cattle 
grids followed Shorts Road, however, flashing lights 
were provided here on 25 June 1948, nine years after 
Shorts Road. Booms were added in 1984 as discussed 
above. 

Fawkner 

As we have seen in the preamble to this article, Fawkner 
was originally located near Box Forest Road. After 
reopening in 1906 for traffic to the nearby cemetery, the 
station was relocated near the main entrance and it has 
remained there. A loop siding was provided to enable 
the steam suburban trains to be run round but when 
electrification was completed, it would have seen little 
use. In 1928, No 2 road was drastically shortened and 
now served the Rail Motor turntable located near the 
down end of the platform. The up end points were 
abolished and the down end altered to lie normally for 
the turntable. Until 1956, an AEC Rail Motor ran to 
Somerton and back, but with reopening to Upfield in 
1959, electric trains ran for the convenience of workers 
at the nearby Ford Motor Car factory. A 20 lever 
interlocking frame was provided on 19 July 1959 to 
work the end of double line but only eight levers are 
actually working. No changes to the signalling have 
since occurred save for the conversion of two signals 
near Boundary Road level crossing to light signals. 

On Sunday 13 October 1991, the station building was 
destroyed by fire but the interlocking machine escaped 
relatively undamaged although the block instrument 
was destroyed. Emergency safeworking provisions were 
in place for the Monday morning train service and the 
signal box was rebuilt soon after. 

Gowrie 
Opened for passengers on 17 May 1965, Cowrie became 
a staff station at the same time although was not 
provided with a crossing loop. Instead a dead end back 
platform road with a stabling siding leading off it at the 
Melbourne end were provided. 

Three semaphore signals were provided worked 
from platform quadrants. Down and up home signals 
protected the station, and an up departure home was 
provided at Box Forest Road to prevent unnecessary 
operation of the flashing lights when trains were 
shunting from the main line to the siding for stabling 
and vice versa. 

The signals at Box Forest Road were converted to 
light signals in May 1974 and the crossover converted to 
motor operation in November of the same year. This 
was done to facilitate the operation of the improved 
suburban service whereby every second down train 
terminated at Cowrie and remained there while up and 
down Upfield's went through. A departure home from 
the Back Platform was provided and a small control 
panel was provided in the station building. 

Although the train service now does not include 
Cowrie crosses, Cowrie remains a staff station although 
the siding and back platform are little used. This will 
change though if the projected double line from 
Fawkner becomes a reality. 

Campbellfield. 

Campbellfield was a station during the first two lives of 
the Coburg-Somerton line and in fact was a staff station 
from first opening until 22 March 1893. To enable ballast 
trains to work in between the Somerton passenger 
trains, Campbellfield again became a staff station from 9 
May 1900 until 25 June 1900. Electric tablet, provided on 
the long section Coburg-Somerton on 19 November 
1896, was suspended during this time. Nothing much 
remains here now except for a sub station on the former 
platform. A recent inspection shows that the remains of 
the platform face are still in situ. 

Upfield 

The first station at this site opened with the line and was 
known as North Campbellfield. It was a station again 
during the AEC Rail Motor period 1928-1956. 

In 1959 it was again opened but this time as Upfield 
and served the Ford Motor factory. At this stage only a 
down home signal was provided but an up departure 
signal was added on 29 July 1965 when flashing lights 
were provided at Barry Road level crossing. On 30 
January 1969, a siding was provided just outside the 
down home signal serving the now closed Chrysler 
Motor Car factory. An additional down home signal 
was provided to protect the Annett locked points and 
the existing home signals were converted to light signals 
worked from a small panel in the station. This was 
probably done in order that yet another quadrant lever 
did not have to be provided on the platform. 

The Mitsubishi Motors siding, as Chrysler had 
become around the mid 1980s, was spiked normal on 10 
January 1990 and removed soon after, along with the 
protecting down home signal. To provide train stabling 
sidings to be used during the shut down of the North 
Melbourne - Flemington Bridge section of the line for 
freeway con struction, a loop and a dead end siding 
were provided at the down end on 30 April 1997, along 
with a protecting up home signal. 

The section to Somerton, little used in recent years 
following the transfer of the Ford motor car traffic to 
road, was reconditioned to permit the transfer of 
suburban trains between Upfield and Flinders Street as 
required. Diesel locos are used for these transfer trips as 
the Broadmeadows - Somerton - Upfield sections are 
not wired. The points at Ford's Siding, which were 
normally set towards the siding, were spiked for the 
mainline. 

Upfield - Somerton 
This part of the line is probably a little outside the scope 
of this article which was to reflect on the portion of the 
Upfield line which has passenger traffic and lovely 
mechanical signalling. 

However, some reference to sidings in this area 
would complete the survey. 
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Heading for Somerton, a siding on the west side of 
the line served Tubemakers of Australia and opened on 
28 August 1962. After various name changes, the siding 
closed as Metters Clow P /L Siding in around 1991. The 
Ford Siding was on the east side of the line and was 
served by both standard and broad gauge lines. The 
standard gauge arrived here on 11 January 1963. This 
siding is now out of use, the broad gauge points being 
spiked for the main line on 30 April 1997. 

A standard gauge siding serving Union Steel P /L 
was provided in 1975 and was closed on 30 June 1992. 
The points were fitted with a hand locking bar. 

Further towards Somerton and on the west side 
were sidings of both gauges serving the Kauri Timber 
Coy. although when opened on 18 September 1969 it 
was known as Shaw Pipes P /L Siding. These sidings 
have been little used in recent years but do not yet seem 
to be closed. 

The remaining siding to be seen is Clyde Industries 
P /L Siding, serving the Somerton Factory of Clyde 
Engineering (now part of the Goninan empire) although 
it was first known as Martin & King Siding. 

Somerton 

See further reading. 

Future 

It seems that the future of the Upfield line will be the 
modernised, rationalised and sanitised suburban 

railway found in other parts of Melbourne replacing the 
delightful railway we have at the moment. 
Unfortunately we seem to be ever ready to alter and 
change something that is perceived to be "out of date" 
even if a cost effective case cannot be made in favour of 
the changes. Whilst this may not apply to the Upfield 
line, many commentators in the railway press are 
quoted as saying that the Upfield line is an antiquated 
museum of signalling not befitting the modem railway. 
Maybe they are right, maybe they are wrong, but I for 
one am glad that I was around to see it. 

Further Reading 

For further reading regarding the stations on the 
Upfield line, readers are referred to articles written by 
Andrew Waugh and published in Somersault regarding 
the signalling at - Arden Street and Macau lay (March & 
July 1989), Flemington Bridge and Royal Park Spoil 
Siding (September 1992), and Royal Park and Royal Park 
Junction Oanuary & March 1994). I believe further in 
depth articles about this line are in the pipeline. 

Also articles on Coburg, written by Jack McLean, 
and Somerton, written by David Langley, were 
published in Somersault July 1979 and September 1991 
respectively. 
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